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Current Energy Situation And Comparative Solar
Power Possibility Analysis For Obtaining
Sustainable Energy Security In South Asia
Anmona Shabnam Pranti, M. Shahed Iqubal, A. Z. A. Saifullah, Md Kayesar Ahmmed
Abstract: Now a day energy crisis is the burning question. Electrification rate increment is necessary to obtain sustainable energy security for South
Asian region. This paper deals with current social and energy situation of different South Asian countries, comparative study of solar energy intensities
and cost of electricity production, necessity and feasibility of solar power in South Asia with developed countries. In South Asia electricity demand is
increasing because of high population growth rate compared with very limited source of primary energy as well as policy and technology which is used
for producing electricity. All the data have been collected from different authentic websites and books. The primary source of energy for producing
electricity is very limited in South Asia which leads to think about the renewable energy. Since solar energy is available in all most all the regions in
South Asia, it could be the main source of producing electrical energy in future to accomplish energy security.
Index Term: South Asia, population growth, electricity demand, energy security, renewable energy, solar energy, sustainable economy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Energy plays an important role in our daily life as well as in
the national security of a country. It runs the wheel of
economy of the country. The recent increase in energy
prices, population and industrialization in developing
countries are the most significant threats to energy security.
The South Asian region is poorly endowed with energy
resources. It has vast population with limited land. The per
capita commercial energy consumption is very low. A
significant portion of South Asian society is still unable to
access electricity. The energy demand is increasing day by
day with population growth indicating poor security of
energy. The regular shortages of energy and electricity
infrastructure are the major factors to keep this region at a
low growth economic condition and the lowest per capita
electricity consumption. But South Asian region is blessed
by plenty of renewable energy possibilities which can be
used to eliminate energy scarcity problem and to get a
sustainable economic growth.

Fig. 1. Region of South Asia
Figure 1 shows the region of South Asia. Because of over
population, this region is facing rapidly growing energy
demand.
TABLE 1
POPULATION, POPULATION GROWTH RATE AND
GDP/CAPITA BY COUNTRIES

2 REGION OF SOUTH ASIA
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, and
Sri Lanka are in the South Asian region. More than one-fifth
of the world’s people live in these countries having lowest
per capita income in the world. With the population of 1.55
billion [16], South Asia has become important world’s
energy market. Because of over population, this region is
facing rapidly growing energy demand.
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Table 1 shows population, population growth rate and
GDP/capita by countries.

3 SOUTH ASIAN ENERGY SITUATIONS
The developing South Asian countries have high population
growth as well as economic advancement. So in recent
years, energy consumption has increased rapidly. In 1980
total primary energy consumption in South Asia was 1.7%
of the total world energy consumption which grew 2.36% in
2006 [13]. Though the energy consumption increases
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drastically, this region still remains in the lowest per capita
energy consumption region of the world [3]. Most of the
rural people of this region use non-conventional form of
energy. Moreover, a significant number of them depend on
biomass. In 2008, biomass was used for meeting 80%
residential energy needs and it is also expected to remain
70% in 2020 [3].

3.1 Commercial energy
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3.3 Natural gas
South Asia’s proven natural gas reserve is estimated as
1.96×1012 cubic meter [21], which is approximately 1% of
the world’s total gas reserve. Among seven South Asian
countries, only India, Pakistan and Bangladesh have
natural gas reserve. Moreover, almost all natural gas
produced is consumed domestically [3]. Though there is no
net import of natural gas, there is no net export also which
can help to raise the economy.
3.4 Coal
South Asia has proven coal reserve of 95.5 billion short
tons or approximately 9% of the world’s total reserve. Coal
accounts for 46% of South Asia’s total energy consumption.
In 2008, coal production and consumption were 572.219
million short tons and 651.063 million short tons
respectively [5],[6],[7],[8], [9],[10],[11]. Figure 4 shows
production and consumption of coal in 2008.

Fig. 2 shows commercial energy mix in South Asia.

Fig. 2. Commercial energy mix in South Asia
South Asia's commercial energy mix may vary from country
to country. But they are all most similar. Coal is the
dominating fuel along with petroleum and others, mostly
non-renewable form of energy. The contribution of
renewable energy is very negligible in the mix. In recent
years, South Asia is facing a rising energy demand because
of both insufficient energy sources and uprising population.
The energy crisis affects the electricity generation. A large
number of people remains without electricity and economic
growth are going downward.

3.2 Oil
South Asia has a proven oil reserve of only 5.7 billion
barrels which is 0.5% of world’s reserve [3]. In 2002, this
region consumed around 0.00272 bbl/d of oil and produced
0.0007bbl/d [3]. In2009, the region consumed around
2970750 bbl/d of oil and produced 909566 bbl/d [20]. From
the figure, it is clear that, the production of oil is very little in
comparison with consumption. So, South Asia has to import
huge amount of oil per year to meet its demand. Thus,
South Asia is a net oil importer region. Figure 3 shows oil
production and consumption in 2002 and 2009 respectively.

Fig. 4. Production and consumption of coal in 2008
From the above figure, it is evident that South Asia is a net
coal importer region. Most of this imported coal is used in
power generation. Coal consumption and the consequent
carbon dioxide emission are expected to increase in the
coming decades.

3.5 Electricity
In recent year, South Asia generates 798.6 billion kWh of
electricity [12]. Of which, 81% comes from thermal power
plant and only 1% comes from renewable energy sources
(except hydro electricity) [3]. In the coming decades coal
fired electric power generation is expected to increase in
South Asia. Hydro electricity will be the dominating in
Bhutan and Nepal who have mostly this kind of energy
source. Other renewable like solar and wind will have small
contribution [3]. South Asian electricity infrastructure is very
poor. Due to this infrastructure, 221.115 billion kWh of
electricity was lost in 2007 [3].

4 ELECTRICITY SITUATION BASIS COUNTRY
ANALYSES

Fig. 3. Oil Production and consumption in 2002 and 2009
respectively [4], [24]

Electricity demand in South Asia rises day by day with the
increasing population. A little percentage of this huge
population can access electricity. Those who can access
electricity are suffering from chronic shortage of electricity
or massive load shading. The main reasons for this
situation are primary energy shortage, poor generating
technology, low load factor and losses of power due to
2
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transmission [3]. An analysis of different energy according
to the countries is given below:

4.1 India
34% of global energy consumption has made India the
world’s 6th largest energy consumer [22]. Indian power
generation install capacity is considered as 149391.91 MW
[22]. Fig. 5 shows source wise electricity production in
India.
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MW. In 2018, the generation is expected to grow 24481
MW but at the same time the demand will grow up to 34918
MW [23]. Pakistan is suffering from a massive electricity
shortage. Very few people are connected with national grid
and electricity shortage is 15%. So power blackout has
become a usual event in Pakistan [23].

4.3 Bangladesh
Bangladesh has a net installed electricity generation
capacity of 5719 MW, of which 4162 MW is considered to
be available. Power demand is 6,066 MW [24]. Only 40%
population of this country can access electricity and per
capita electricity consumption is 136 kWh/year [12], which
is among the lowest ones in the world. Fig. 7 shows source
wise electricity production in Bangladesh.
in Bangladesh.

Fig.5. Source wise electricity production in India
From the figure it is clear that thermal power is dominating
means of power production in India and the install capacity
is 93398.64 MW [22]. However, renewable energy install
capacity is only 13242.41 MW [22], which is much lower
compared with thermal power generation. Among thermal
power coal base power generation is significant, around
77458.88 MW [22]. Oil and gas base power plant produce
1199.75 MW and 14734.01 MW power respectively [22].
Transmission loss is 30-45% in India [22]. Due to high
transmission losses huge amount of power is wasted.
Indian demand for electricity grows 3.6% per year [22].
Though 80% population can access electricity but they
always face power shortage and black out. However 80%
villages have electricity line but 56% rural household cannot
access electricity. Current per capita electricity consumption
is 487 kWh. The electricity generation is 30% below the
demand. Total demand of electricity is expected to grow up
to 950000 MW by 2030 [22].

4.2 Pakistan
Pakistan’s install capacity of power generation is 19505
MW [23]. Fig. 6 shows source wise electricity production in
Pakistan. From the figure it is clear that, in Pakistani power
generation mix, thermal power is dominating. On the other
hand there is no contribution of renewable source in power
production of Pakistan. Thermal power installed capacity is
12580 MW [23].

Fig. 7. Source wise electricity production in Bangladesh
Thermal power is the main contributor in power generation
which is 5789 MW. Hydro electric power installed is only
230 MW. There are no contributions of other sources or any
other renewable power sources in power generation of
Bangladesh [24]. Bangladesh has very little energy reserve.
Small amount of oil, coal and countable amount of natural
gas are reserved here. 93% power producers, thermal
power plants, are mostly gas based. But gas is needed for
fertilizer and other industries. So, the country has to
compromise between power production and industrial
growth because it is not economic to use all of this gas
reserve in power production. Country’s coal reserve is too
small to support the increasing demand. If they want to
produce power by imported coal, it will be very expensive
[1]. Energy situation in Bangladesh is deteriorating day by
day. The generation capacity is too low; on the other hand
the energy infrastructure is quite poor. Transmission and
distribution loss is 13.57% [24]. Huge amount of power is
lost on the way to the consumers. Industries loss their
productions due to shortage of power supply. All of these
have negative effects on GDP growth. Though Bangladesh
has a 15MW house hold solar and 1.9 MW wind power
probability, peoples are deprived of power [38].

4.4 Sri Lanka
The total power installed capacity of Sri Lanka is 2,684 MW.
The total power is contributed almost equally by Hydro
power plant and thermal power plant. Thermal power
installed capacity is 1290 MW and Hydro electric power
installed capacity is 1207 MW [25]. Fig. 8 shows source
wise electricity production in Sri Lanka

Fig.6. Source wise electricity production in Pakistan
Very few rural populations can access electricity and more
than 50% people are not connected to national grid [23].
Moreover, transmission loss is 30% due to poor
transmission system [3]. In 2009, power demand of
Pakistan was 17868 MW where as generation was 16110
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4.7 Maldives
Maldives is the smallest country in South Asia. It has
basically no primary energy reserve. The country has to
depend on imported primary energy for power generation.

5 RENEWABLE ENERGY OVERVIEW

Fig.8. Source wise electricity production in Sri Lanka
From the fig. 8 it is seen that, the contribution of renewable
source in power generation is small compared with thermal
and hydro. The use of wind energy was seen to be existing
in this country even before 500 BC. But there is no suitable
use of this. Grid-connected solar power facilities has been
introduced recently, with only one project of 0.022 MW
approved by the Sri Lanka Sustainable Energy Authority
(SLSEA) [25]. Per capita electricity consumption is 400.8
kWh/year[12] and Transmission loss is 2.4%.The
electrification rate is 30% [17].

4.5 Nepal
Nepal’s power installed capacity is 609 MW, of which 9% is
thermal power and 91% is hydro electricity [38]. Fig. 9
shows source wise electricity production in Nepal. Hydro is
the main power source of Nepal and it has huge potential of
hydroelectric power estimated as 83,000 MW [38]. Small
thermal power is also present with hydro electricity. But,
there is no contribution of other renewable sources in power
generation.

Fig.9. Source wise electricity production in Nepal
Nepal’s electrification rate is 40%, among which 90% is
urban population [3]. Per capita electricity consumption of
this country is 80.4 kWh/year, which is very low in the world
as well as in the South Asia [12]. The overall quality of
Nepal’s electricity infrastructure is very bad and is
frequently attacked by moisture. So huge amount of power
is lost on the way to the consumers, and the transmission
and distribution loss is 21.6%. Nepali people have to face
load shading of up to 20 hours per day [38].

4.6 Bhutan
Bhutan's hydropower potential is estimated as 30,000 MW
[3]. All of its hydro potential cannot be harnessed due to
lack of technological advancement and economical support.
Bhutan’s total power installed capacity is 445 MW [26].
Hydro is the only source power production. 50% population
of Bhutan still remains without electricity [3].

To fight against the present crisis, the practice of renewable
energy has been adopted by some developed countries.
The renewable energy technology decreases the
dependence on the electricity sources. International energy
association has defined three generation of renewable
energy:
1) First-generation
technologies
are
biomass,
Hydroelectricity, geothermal power.
2) Second-generation technologies include solar
heating, photovoltaic, wind power, solar thermal
power station and modern form of bio-energy.
3) Third-generation technologies include advanced
biomass gasification, bio-refinery technology and
ocean energy [27].

5.1 Hydroelectricity
Hydroelectricity is generated by using the potential energy
stored in water by creating a dam. This kind of plant has
long life. Low cost power can be generated and no harmful
emission is created by this type of power plant. However,
the main disadvantages of hydroelectric power plant are – it
may harm social and environmental system, monsoon
dependent and located far away from the load site.
5.2 Geothermal power
The earth has a molten core of high temperature which
produces huge amount of steam. When the steam comes
out through the earth vents can be used for power
production. Geothermal power plants can operate 24 hours
per day, providing base load capacity [27]. The main
disadvantages of this plant are its cost and high technology.
So it is difficult to afford this plant for developing countries.
5.3 Wind power
Wind power can be generated for using where wind at
suitable velocity is available. Wind power has high potential
and relatively low production costs. Wind power supplied
1.3% of global electricity consumption in the past [27]. Wind
power is region and monsoon sensitive. It is economic for
only those countries that have sufficient amount of coastal
area and suitable wind velocity.
5.4 Tidal power
Ocean waves and tides contain large amount of energy.
This energy can be used in power generation. The world's
first Tidal power station was installed in 2007 in Ireland (1.2
megawatt) [27]. The main disadvantages of this power is
that it is highly technological, costly, power supply is not
constant and is located far from the load site.
5.5 Solar Power
5.5.1 Photovoltaic cell
Photovoltaic (PV) cells, also called solar cells, convert
sunlight into electricity. The cell acts like a photodiode. Here
light is converted into current according to semiconductor
4
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principle. The world largest photovoltaic (PV) power plant is
Olmedilla Photovoltaic Park (Spain, 60 MW) [27].
5.5.1 Solar thermal power stations
The heat energy contained in the sun rays is utilized here to
boil water and generate steam which is used to drive a
prime mover to generate electricity. The largest solar
thermal power station is in USA (80 MW) [4],[33].

6 ADVANTAGES OF RENEWABLE ENERGY
OVER CONVENTIONAL FOSSIL FUEL
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)

6)
7)

8)
9)

For renewable energy generation, once the
infrastructure has to built but fuel is free of cost, that
means only capital cost, no operating cost.
The fuel amount for the renewable energy plant
operation are limitless and never be ended.
There is no environmental pollution for this power
generation which is caused due to fossil fuel power
generation.
If locally generated then transmission and
distribution cost can be eliminated.
In the day of increasing electricity demand,
renewable energy can eliminate the need for
commercial source which is used in many other
industries to grow economic condition of a country.
Once is installed minimum maintenance and
operating person is required.
Renewable energy technology gives relief a country,
which has less fuel reserves, from fuel import and
helps the economy to rise.
Renewable energy reduces the global emission of
carbon dioxide and keeps the environment cool.
A PV panel with wiring system costs $100 which can
charge a car battery and after that provide power to
run a fluorescent lamp or a small television for a few
hours a day [30].

plant works on the principal of heat engine [4]. There is a
hot body which is sun rays reflection receiver and a cold
body, here it is the atmosphere. This system generally use
mirror or lens to track sunlight in a small place, the receiver
to produce heat energy, this heat energy is then used for
running conventional power plant. A power generating
element is set between the hot body and cold sink. It takes
heat from the hot body, do the necessary work and then
release remaining heat in the cold sink. The largest solar
thermal power plant situated at Harper Lake, United States,
Solar Electric Generating Station (80 MW), uses parabolic
through reflector to concentrate the sunrays after reflection
[4],[33]. The plant is capable to support about 230000
homes by using 900000 mirrors as concentrator [34] and
the installation cost is 3000 USD/kW [35]. The geographical
location of South Asian countries has made it a suitable
place for tracking huge amount of sunlight falls almost
perpendicularly throughout the year. The estimated nominal
value of solar constant on the earth surface is about 137
MW/cm2 [39], but it differs from place to place. It depends
up on the Latitude of the specific place. The sun does not
remain constant directly overhead on any particular place of
the earth surface throughout the year. The declination as
well as the incident solar energy constant can be calculated
by using the following equation where 𝛼 is declination of
sun, ΔT is number of days counted from the vernal equinox
(March 21) when 𝛼 =0⁰ at equator [40].
α = 23.5 Sinθ(

ΔT
365.25

× 360)⁰ [40].

TABLE 2:
THE DECLINATION OF SUN ON DIFFERENT DAY OF
THE YEAR AFTER CALCULATION
Day
Declination α in degree
st
1 May
14.924
1st June
22.079
1st July
23.17
st
1 August
17.97
1st September
7.78
1st October
-4.172
1st November
-15.35
st
1 December
-55.13
1st January
-23.075
1st February
-17.612
st
1 March
-8.4
1st April
4.023

7 SUITABILITY OF RENEWABLE ENERGY IN
SOUTH ASIA AND ITS EFFICIENCY
The advancement of renewable energy increases the
diversity of sources and decreases the dependency on
traditional commercial fuel which is finish able. Renewable
energy is particularly suitable for developing countries.
Transmission and distribution of energy generated by fossil
fuel is difficult and expensive. Production of renewable
energy locally can eliminate this problem. By considering all
possibilities, solar power is the most suitable among all
renewable energy for Asian countries. The region has
abundant probabilities of solar power. For their
geographical situation the region receives on an average or
more than eight hour bright sunlight per day and 300 such
sunny day per year [28]. Photo voltaic cell efficiency is very
poor. So people think that, this power has no significant
importance. A commercial solar cell has an average
efficiency of 11-15% in developed countries like USA and
other cold countries [18]. The sunlight that we get in the
South Asian countries can generate average 200MW power
per square km area [29]. The largest photovoltaic cell
power plant is situated Olmedilla, Spain, 60 MW [27] which
uses almost 270,000 [32] conventional solar panels, made
with silicon wafers, [31] to facilitates 40000 homes [31]. The
total construction cost was 384 million Euros
(US$530 million). [32] Concentrate solar thermal power
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Table 2 shows the declination of sun on different day of the
year. By using the equation given below, we can easily find
out the solar constant for a particular day for a particular
place where L is the latitude of the site.
σD = (137mW/cm2 ) × cos (L − α) [39]
Table 2 shows the declination of sun on different day of the
year (see appendix). Table 3 gives the comparison of solar
power intensity in different South Asian countries and the
places where the world’s largest solar power plants are
situated for the first day of each month of the year. Fig. 10
5
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shows the solar power intensity of different south Asian
Country and Olmedilla, Spain and Harper Lake, United
States

160
140

SriLanka

days in the year which can produce huge amount of heat.
So renewable technologies can provide alternative sources
of electric power in these countries and can meet the
growing demand of electricity. In many circumstances,
these investments can be less expensive than fossil fuel
energy systems. Per kWh fossil fuel power plant initial
capital cost is £750–£1000 and per kWh wind power plant
initial capital cost is £1500 [37]. Table 4 shows various
costs of different types of power plants. It shows that
though the installation costs are higher in solar power plant
but the variable operating and maintenance cost is zero as
fuel can be got free. The use of renewable energy will
diversify the dependence on sources and lessen the
importance of commercial energy. This will give a
sustainable security of energy for the country’s population
and raise economic growth. This will result in poverty
elimination. For example, Denmark is moving towards wind
energy but USA and European countries are developing
solar energy technology and geothermal power etc [38].
South Asian countries have to move in the same direction,
especially in solar energy to get energy security.
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9 RECENT WORLDWIDE DEVELOPMENT OF
RENEWABLE ENERGY
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Fig.10. Solar power intensity of different south Asian Country
and Olmedilla, Spain and Harper Lake, United States

From the above Fig. 10, it is clear that the solar intensity is
higher in almost all south Asian countries than Olmedilla,
Spain and Harper Lake, United States, where the world’s
largest solar power plants are situated.

8 ROLE OF RENEWABLE FOR SUSTAINABLE
ENERGY SECURITY IN SOUTH ASIAN
COUNTRY
Energy plays a great role in our economy. Sustainable
energy security is the key to the development of a country.
One country must try to build up its economy to support the
population by its own energy reserve. Imported energy use
deteriorates the economic condition. Electricity produced by
imported energy sources is very costly. Fossil fuel reserve
of one country is limited. So it is not wise to expend all of
these rapidly. The South Asian countries have a limited
commercial energy reserves and a vast population. Due to
the increasing population the energy demand as well as the
demand of the electricity is increasing. To meet the
increasing demand the region has to import huge amount of
primary energy which creates a negative impact on the
economic growth. One country is how much developed and
rich is measured by per capita electricity consumption. So
poverty is inversely proportional to electricity access of
people. If there is no sustainable energy security, electricity
production cannot be sustainable; access to electricity
cannot be assured and poverty elimination and economic
growth will be a matter of joke for South Asian countries.
South Asia has abundant potential of renewable energy
especially solar energy which is higher than that of many
countries of the world. All of the countries are in a
geographical area where sun shines directly most all of the

Ancient CO2 emitting electricity production by burning fossil
fuel should be reduced to 50% by 2050 [27] to reduce
global warming. Developed world is looking forward to
renewable energy with advance technology for sustainable
economy, energy and environmental security. World’s
renewable energy capacity has changed from 10% to 60%
between 2004 and 2009 and in 2008, first time renewable
energy contribution became higher than conventional
energy in European Union and United States [27]. Japan is
the biggest users and Iceland will 100% user by 2050 of
renewable energy. World’s largest bio-fuel industry is in
Brazil and geothermal power plant is in USA (3.1 GW)
along with Philippines, Indonesia, Mexico, Iceland, Japan
and New Zealand of total capacity 10 GW [27]. In USA,
Germany, Spain and Portugal, large photovoltaic power
plants, in China 27 million rooftop solar water heaters, in
Egypt, Mexico and Morocco, solar thermal power plant, in
Denmark wind energy plant and in Ireland, tidal power
station are situated [27].

10 NECESSITY OF RENEWABLE ENERGY IN
SOUTH ASIA:
Developing countries have more than half of global
renewable power capacity [27]. In many respect it is
important for developing countries like South Asian to
advance in renewable energy but very few necessary steps
have taken. Renewable energy can be especially suitable
for low income South Asian countries [19]. Long
transmission and distribution line construction for rural and
remote electrification is difficult and costly and huge amount
of power is lost on the way as transmission loss. Local
renewable energy production is free from this problem.
Sunil Ghose, a senior project manager at Nexant, an
international energy and consulting firm, said that – people
suffer in Nepal, Maldives and Sri Lanka despite of having
abundant renewable energy resources like Bangladesh has
solar energy and biomass and Bhutan has 30,000megawatt hydro potential [38]. Visiting South Asia,
Secretary General of World Wind Energy Association, told
6
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after finding 30% renewable sources of total energy that- if
harnessed properly, it can supply a good percentage of
energy and an official of anti-poverty Action Aid
International added that solar energy is better and workable
option in South Asian countries as they have about 300
clear sunny days a year [38]. South Asia can be world
leader in renewable energy and India alone has the
capacity of generating 65,000 MW wind power [38].
However, small steps have taken in South Asia such as
rural electrification program by solar PV cell in India [19],
100-kilowatt solar power plant In Bangladesh [15], and
cooperative work of Swedish government and Bangladesh
in developing Solar Energy [2].

11 CONCLUSION
Development of a country depends upon electricity
consumption. South Asia is the lowest per capita electricity
consumption region in the world and its 50% are still in dark
[3]. Those who can access electricity are suffering from
chronic load shading. All proven reserve of limited primary
energy, mostly in India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, cannot
be harnessed due to poor technological support. Besides it
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has other uses in industries and transportation. In
Bangladesh, only 45% gas can be used in power
generation. Instead of having enormous renewable
potential, it is not justified to burn out finite primary energy
(coal, oil, natural gas) in power production. As nuclear
power production needs enrich uranium supply and
hydroelectric power is monsoon dependant, so the best
solution for South Asian countries to fight against growing
energy demand and to electrify all deprived population is to
do the best utilization of solar energy. Lack of consumer
awareness, political and governmental policies, high
installation cost and low efficiency are the main obstacles in
developing solar power in South Asia. These obstacles can
be neutralized by considering several positive effects like it
has only installation cost but no fuel cost. It can be set into
the remote area to supply electricity to the rural people. No
distribution and transmission line have to be built, power
can be locally generated and distributed. So, bulk
transmission loss is saved. Considering all above
advantages, it is the best solution for electrifying rural South
Asia.

APPENDIX
TABLE 3
CALCULATED SOLAR POWER INTENSITY ON THE SURFACE OF SOUTH ASIAN COUNTRIES AND OLMEDILLA, SPAIN
AND HARPER LAKE, UNITED STATES.
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TABLE 4
VARIOUS COSTS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF POWER PLANTS
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